Let Kr denote the curve obtained from Cr by shrinking the latter toward the point6 w = ao in the ratio 1: r. Then the minimum curvature of Kr increases monotonically as r decreases; both maximum and minimum curvature of Kr approach the limit 1/Ia! as r approaches zero. Whether C is convex or not, the greatest distance from aO to a point of Kr decreases monotonically as r decreases, and approaches 1/jaj as r approaches zero; the least distance from aO to a point of Kr increases monotonically as r decreases, provided aO is interior to Kr, and approaches 1/Ia! as r approaches zero.
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1 For this and the other elementary properties of superharmonic functions that we use, the reader may refer to Kellogg, Potential Theory (Berlin, 1929) , p. 361.
2Konforme Abbildung einfach-zusammenhdngender Bereiche (Leipzig, 1913 
